WE MUST NEVER FORGET.

THE BARDEJOV HOLOCAUST MEMORIAL AND THE BARDEJOV MEMORIAL BOOK
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Bardejov Jewish Preservation Committee  www@bardejov.org
Help Us Create An Eternal Place
To Memorialize Each Individual Jew from Bardejov
Who Perished in the Holocaust

WE BELIEVE that every victim of the Holocaust should be individually remembered.
WE HAVE AN OBLIGATION to memorialize their names and to tell their stories.
WE ARE INSCRIBING THE NAMES of more than 3,000 Jews from Bardejov and its surrounding villages on the Memorial Wall to memorialize those who never returned.
WE ARE ENSURING that the Jewish community that once thrived in Bardejov will be remembered by the future generations of both Jews and non-Jews so that the atrocities of the Holocaust will never happen again.

Let us, together, keep their memory alive. This is the least we can do.

Bardejov Holocaust Memorial
Thou shalt not forget
Deuteronomy 25:19
We have an obligation to tell the story.

The Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov is planned as a special publication by the Bardejov Jewish Preservation Committee to preserve and record Bardejov's rich Jewish history for future generations of our children and grandchildren.

Through stories, maps, and archival images of Jewish life, the Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov will bring Bardejov's Jewish history back to life.

We will pay tribute to our parents, grandparents, uncles, aunts, family, and friends by telling their stories. We invite you to join us as authors and guardians of Bardejov’s Jewish heritage in a special section of the book dedicated to remembering your loved ones.
The Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov

Your Story

Become a partner in this extraordinary and important project. Memorialize the victims. Honor your loved ones.

Your tribute can be in memory of loved ones, in honor of family or friends, or in recognition of a special person or event. It will be a permanent part of the Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov.

By contributing to the fundraising campaign you will partner with us and help fund the second phase of the Bardejov Holocaust Memorial adjacent to the historic Jewish Suburbia. Your sponsorship supports our efforts to remember and honor the history of the Jewish community of Bardejov for time immemorial.

Please consult the enclosed inserts to learn about the many ways you can sponsor the Memorial Wall, the Star of David Monument, the History Tablets, or pages in the Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov.
HOLD THE DATE

JUNE 24, 2014
Bardejov, Slovakia

Join us for:
• The Second “Bardejovers” Gathering
• The Dedication Ceremony of the Bardejov Holocaust Memorial
• The Publication of the Memorial Book of Jewish Bardejov
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